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ALles PLANNING

PO Box 458

Mesa, Arizona 85211

Dear Friends at Montgomery AllCS Planning Firm,

When my mother, because of critical illness, suddenly found herself in need of financial help we did not know where to

turn or what to do. We began to ask friends for suggestions and 5 of our friends recommended the same source they

had turned to with great success. That source was Montgomery ALTCSPlanning. We were as pleased with their great
suggestion as our 5 friends.

The"re were some others who criticized our decision. They suggested we could do all the work applying my mother for

Al res by ourselves and that we should not "hire" assistance. That was NOTa good suggestion.

We went for our first interview with Montgomery and by the time the interview was completed we knew we had made

the correct decision. The people at Montgomery AlTCS Planning made the entire process so smooth and led us through

with ease and assurance. The knowledge and experience of the Montgomery associates with the AlTC System gave us

confidence that we were completing all the requirements for AlTCS correctly and effectively. When my mother was

!,!ccepteq by ALTCS, the Case Manager at AlTC told me the paperwork which had been submitted on my mother's behalf.", .'. " - , . ,"

was the most complete and correct paperwork she had ever received. She said she receives paperwork from lawyers

which have to be returned several times for corrections or additional information. Our paperwork was accepted as

complete on the very first submission.

The total service rendered by the Montgomery firm continues on well past the acceptance of our application. The

personnel are considerate, caring and always there for us with answers to all questions which continue to arise.

Questions we have no idea how to handle. We appreciate the help and are so thankful for the complete knowledge

Montgomery offers of the ALTC System.

We could not be happier with -Montgomery AlTCS Planning am;! we thank each-of you so much for making an incredibly

stressful situation much easier for us. When people are going thru such overwhelming and personal times in their lives,
i~ is wonderful to have professional people who are sensitive to yc;)Ursituation and who are so knowledgeable to "take

care of you". We thank Montgomery Al rcs Planning for assisting us in meeting this,personal family crisis with as little
difficulty as possible.
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